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Abstract
The modern world is now considered as global village due to less hindrance of communication. As a result
communication as well as business becomes easier. The Bangladesh economy has grown at an average rate of
4.0 to 6.0 per cent per year since 1996. Chittagong, the port city of this country has a strong influence on its
raising economy. The city has expanded more than three times after the liberation war. Chittagong generates of
40% of industrial output of Bangladesh and the port is ranking 3rd in South Asia. Its economic activities and
improvements in transport, routes and mode altered the relative location advantages and prompted changes in the
uses and intensity of uses of this area. This resulted the more demand for new spaces for new urban activities and
provoked more traffics of various modes leaded to create unpleasant environment on residential character and
vast negative impacts on different roads especially the main road named Lalkhan to Customs road. It’s the main
road for carrying the freight containers from the port of Chittagong. The more the roadside commercialization,
the less the performance of road is happening. The goal of this study is to find out how transportation
performance is interrupted due to roadside commercialization effect on roadside. To carry out this study moving
observer method is followed to show the level of service of this study area. Also GIS and excel based analysis
are using to represent the impact of commercialization. The trip generation rate for different land use is also
considered here. The final outcome of this study shows that most of the trips are generated due to commercial
purpose and its negatively impact on the performance of this road like capacity vs. volume discrimination, speed
etc. This study further recommends some strategies to minimize the negative impact which can be helpful for
improving the performance of this road.
Keywords: Commercialization, Transportation Performance, Traffic Volume, Capacity.

1 Introduction
Transportation and Commercialization are two very important issues of every country. Generally transportation
and commercialization are very different from each other. But road side commercialization and transportation is
very closely interrelated to each other. According to Lakle and Sculle, entrepreneurs have successfully
commercialized the roadside by making their businesses, Trademarks, logos, and color schemes familiar parts of
the landscape, thereby minimizing drivers’ anxieties (Christof Mauch, 2008). In another words road side
commercialization is a process of being commercialized along the road. Now a day’s road side has become an
influential commercial space throughout the whole world.
All the entrepreneurs want to maximize profit with least cost. So they prefer to minimize their transportation cost
too. For this purpose they want to build their commerce building along with the road so that it can be easy to
loaded and unloaded their products and also easily available to the consumers. Consumers also have the tendency
to buy necessary products close to roadside. For this reasons commercialization process are accelerating day to
day along with road side though it has a strong negative influence on overall traffic circulation if it does not
handle properly. A different problem arises due to improper roadside commercialization like traffic jam, road
accidents, losing the level of services etc. Again points of severe conflicts emerge due to roadside
commercialization when slow and fast moving vehicles move forward for or turn in different direction. Constant
stoppage, acceleration and deceleration and movements in low gears increase operational cost and wear and tear
of vehicles (Zannat, 2005).
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2 Methodology
The aim of this study is to determine the impact of commercialization on the performance of road. In order to
achieve this goal different data were needed. As a result different field surveys are done. Land use survey,
several transportation surveys like volume and speed survey and a users’ opinion survey have been conducted.
First of all existing condition of the study area is carried out. Different data both primary and secondary are taken
into consideration. CDA, CCC, DAP of Chittagong etc. are used as secondary data set. The existing LoS study is
carried out by moving observer method. GIS based land use data helps to show the roadside land use
information. Then the trip rate for different land use is carried out by questionnaire survey. At last, accumulating
all data set the results is found out.
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Figure 2: Methodology flow chart
3 Existing Condition Analysis
3.1 Pick and Off-Pick Hour Volume of Different Links

Figure 3.1: Pick and off-pick hour volume of different links
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The above figure shows the volume of traffic according to PCU of different links in respect of pick and off-pick
time. Here the horizontal line represents the name of different links of the study area that is Lalkhan to Customs
road and the vertical line represents the traffic volume in passenger car unit (PCU). The highest volume is at
Badamtoli to Barek building and it is 5508 at pick hour and 5404 at off pick time. The lowest volume of traffic is
at Fakirhat to Customs link and the values are 3894 and 3686 in respect of pick and off pick hour.
3.2 Journey Speed at North and South Bound Traffic at Different Links

Figure 3.2: Journey speed at different links
The above figure shows the journey speed from north to south bound and vice versa at the different link of the
road. The horizontal line shows the name of different links from Lalkhan Bazaar to Customs successively. And
the vertical axis shows the speed of vehicle in km/hr.
From the graph it is seen that the highest speed is 43 km/hr at Tiger-pass to Dewanhat along north bound but
here the south bound speed is only 21.79 km/hr. Because at the morning huge amount of traffic come to city
from the customs side .so the congestion is occurred at Dewanhat bridge .on the other hand the number of traffic
from city to customs is a few. As a result the speed becomes high.
3.3 Level of Service

LoS D

Figure 3.3: Level of service graph.
In the graph it is seen that there is a vertical axis and a horizontal axis. Vertical axis shows the speed in km/h
from 0 to 90 with the interval of 10 and the horizontal axis shows the volume (V)/capacity(C) ratio from 0 to
1with the interval of 0.2. The speed from 80 to up and V/C ratio less than 0.6 is under level of service of A.
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speed from 40 to 80 and V/C ratio less than 0.7 is under level of service B, speed 30 to 40 and V/C ratio less than
0.8 is under level of service C, speed 25 to 30 and V/C ratio is less than 0.85 is under level of service D, speed
from 15 to 25 and V/C ratio less than 0.95 is under level of service E and speed less than 20 and V/C ratio is near
bouts 1 is under level of service F. A is the most desirable level and F is the most regrettable level. The level of
service of our study area is beyond under level of service ‘D’.
For urban Arterial Street level of service ‘D’ represents the approaching stable flow with tolerable delay.
Average overall travel speed about 25 K.P.H. Service volumes are at capacity, or at hereabouts. Load factor at
intersection 1.0 or less, and peak hour factor 0.95 or less. (Kadiyali, 2007).
3.4 Land Use Wise Trip Rate

Figure 3.4: Land use wise trip rate.
The above figure shows the land use wise trip rate for this study area, Lalkhan to Customs. It represents that most
of the trips are created either generated or attracted by commercial purpose of use and the value is 32% and the
lowest value is 19% for residential purpose. It also indicates that most of the trips on this road are created for
commercial purpose.
3.5 Commercial Land Use (%) At Different Links

Figure 3.5: Commercial land use (%) at different links.
In the above graph the horizontal axis shows the percent from 0 to 100 and the vertical axis shows the name of
links. In whole link from tiger-pass to Customs the total amount of commercial land is considered as 100 percent.
Among the links Fokirhat to Customs has the lowest commercial land and it is 18% of total. And Badamtoli to
Barek Building link has the highest amount of commercial land 67%. In second and third position there is
Chowmuhuni to Badamtoli link and Dewanhat to Chowmuhuni link and the value is 43% and 41% respectively.
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3.6 Relationship between commercial land use and traffic volume
Table 3.6: Commercial land use and traffic volume relationship
Link name
Lalkhan to Tiger pass
Tiger pass to Dewan hat
Dewan hat to Choumohoni
Choumohoni to Badamtoli
Badamtoli to Barek Building
Barek Building to Fakirhat
Fakirhat to Customs

Commercial land use %
38
26
41
43
67
23
18

Traffic volume (pick hour)
4404
5240
5176
5088
5508
4168
3894

The above table represents the relation between commercial land use and traffic volume (pick hour). It is very
much noticeable that the section of study area where commercial land use percentage is high, the volume of
traffic is also high. The central business district (CBD) of Chittagong is Agrabad which is located near to this
link (Badamtoli to Barek Building) and many commercial buildings are originated based on Agrabad commercial
area. As a result, more traffic is attracted from other portion of this city. It is very much clear that commercial
use just beside of road crates more volume of traffic and the more the volume, the less the performance of road
i.e. LOS.
4 Major Findings
4.1 Volume and Speed variations
The highest speed and volume is identified at Tiger-pass to Dewanhat and Badamtoli to Barek Building
respectively. On the other hand the lowest speed and volume is identified at Badamtoli to BarekBuilding and
Fakirhat to customs respectively. It is known to all that if the volume is increased the speed will be decreased
gradually and vice versa. This concept is proved by this study as the highest speed and lowest volume of traffic is
correlated. The highest speed is found out by this study is 43km/hr at Tiger-pass to Dewanhat with the volume of
traffic 5240 (pcu/hr). The highest volume is 5508 pcu/ hr with the speed of 19.25km/hr.
4.2 Commercial land use
The maximum amounts of land which are used by commercial purpose are at ‘Badamtoli to Barek Building’ link.
Most of the traffic are attracted and generated in the CBD area of a city. It is noticeable that Agrabad, the CBD
of Chittagong city is very close to this link. On the other hand, different kinds of commercial land use are raised
up based on this location. As a consequence, traffic from different parts of Chittagong city is come to CBD and
the overall performance of this road is hampered that is bad impact on LoS. It is also considered that the LOS of
this study area is “D” which indicates the hampers on free flow of traffic. Finally it can be said that, the more
commercialization adjacent to road, the less of transportation performance.
5. Recommendation
High quality public transportation largely depends on its convenient and comfort communication system. Today
tendency is profit maximization with a least cost approach. For this reason, roadside commercialization is the
best way both for buyers and sellers for consumption and selling. But its negative impact is fallen on overall
transportation performance. As more volume is created due to road side commercialization, the efficient parking
facility should be provided by the commercial land use. The on street parking should the restricted hardly to
minimize the traffic jam.
6. Conclusion
‘Lalkhan to Custom’s road plays a vital role to the transportation system of Chittagong city. But its
transportation performance has been degraded and still being degraded with the increase of roadside
commercialization and lack of transportation management. Therefore, it is necessary to take policy measures
immediately for limiting its both sides commercialization to bring efficient performance of the road so that it
may contribute to resolve the transportation problems in Chittagong City.
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